The U.S.-Vietnam Dialogue Group: Make Agent Orange History
Track Two diplomacy and the case of the U.S.-Vietnam Dialogue Group

Student Reading List, Multimedia, and Other Material
All materials can be retrieved at:
http://www.peaceinstitute.hawaii.edu/agent-orange-module/lesson-resources.html

Assigned Reading


Prepared for the Aspen Institute by the Matsunaga Institute for Peace and Conflict Resolution, University of Hawai‘i, Mānoa, October 2011

Biographies


Assigned Listening


Assigned Viewing: Seven Informative Web sites


Communication Skills Exercises

Skills Exercise 1: Three Similarities and One Difference
Skills Exercise 2: Shifting Perspectives

Skills Exercise 3: “The Island”

Additional reading and viewing (suggested):


Other resources for consideration (these books not provided with module):

